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Recorder Accessories

With voice recorders being one of the most important types of spy equipment, it goes with saying that accessories can
also prove to be of high worth.

Essential Recording Extras
Audio evidence gathering equipment sometimes needs a helping hand. In this section we list a number of important
accessories for our voice recorders. Some maybe to extend the deployment capabilities, whereas others are to
supplement and thereby add value to their use. We are always being told to accessorise, so check out what we have to
offer in the Recorder Accessories section because you might just find something that can extend the capabilities of your
current recording solution.
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External Battery Pack for Digital Voice Recorder Pro
This is an external battery (holder) pack for the Digital
Voice Recorder Pro and landline version of this
recorder. Using an external battery pack enables
longer performance, in a stand-alone situation, without
the need for mains power.

Product Code: BAT1

£8.29 (exc. VAT)

£9.95 (inc. VAT)

This is an external battery pack for the Digital Voice Recorder Pro and
landline version of this recorder. Using an external pack will increase
the deployment period of the recorder where mains power is not an
option.

Extend Deployment Times
Using this pack widens scope for deployment possibilities. Normally
using a standard battery in the recorder would limit the straight
recording time, but by using an external battery pack especially when
using lithium ion batteries in the pack, will dramatically increase the
deployment period. This results in being able to exploit the recorders
memory capacity with the need for connection to a mains power supply,
which in some situations is either not possible or undesirable.

Features
Plastic battery holder pack with
Female USB connector
Ideally suited for use on our 576
and 1152 hour recorders (including
landline models)
Takes 4 x AA batteries – can be
alkaline or lithium ion batteries (not
supplied)
Output voltage of battery pack with
batteires within is 5 Volts (standard
USB power)

Designed to Take AA Batteries
The pack uses a wired connection with a USB connector. This can be
connected to the USB lead that is already provided with the recorder
package, which in turn connects to the headphone socket of the
recorder thereby getting an external power feed to the recorder. The
battery pack takes 4 x AA batteries (not supplied). Typically, using
standard alkaline batteries will ensure that the voice recorder unit stays
powered for at least 5 days. Using Lithium Ion AA batteries will provide
power for 15 days or more.
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Invisible Wireless Earpiece
This invisible earpiece is used to receive audio so that
the wearer can listen to something in total discretion.
The earpiece itself is inserted into the wearers ear
canal and is therefore almost invisible to the naked
eye.

Product Code: EAR1

£179.00 (exc. VAT)

£214.80 (inc. VAT)

The invisible earpiece is designed for discreet
listening or covert operations where headphones or
wired earphones would be inappropriate.
The earpiece itself is inserted into the wearers ear canal and is
therefore almost invisible to the naked eye. This product is supplied
together with an inductor that connects to the device that audio is
transmitted from. The inductor comes in the form of a wire neck loop
that can be hidden under clothing and plugged into the unit of your
choice. We will always need to know, at the time of ordering, what
connector is required to be attached to the neck loop (inductor). The
battery life on the earpiece after a full charge is around 5 hours. Popular
choices are radio receivers, mobile phones, MP3 Players and Digital
Dictaphones. Prior to ordering please contact us at Spy Equipment UK
to discuss your requirements. If you need to listen to audio playback
from an MP3 or dictaphone without an obvious earpiece or if you need
to hear radio transmissions in total discretion, then an invisible earpiece
is the only way that you can do this. The product is perfect to give the
wearer outside instructional assistance by radio transmission or maybe
for a lecturer who uses a dicatphone to discreetly provide an audio
reminder of a lengthy lecture.

Features
In-ear wireless earpiece with
incredibly small dimensions
Designed
to
receive
audio
transmission from an inductor neck
loop located in close proximity
Tiny replaceable batteries in
earpiece
Operation run time with a fresh
battery of approximately 5 hours
Supplied with one earpiece, neck
loop and battery ready to go
Ideal for Private Investigators and
Intelligence operatives or maybe
Lecturers needing an aid for
delivering a lengthy lecture
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Mains Adapter for Digital Voice Recorder Pro
This is a UK mains power adapter for the Digital
Voice Recorder Pro and landline recorder model,
specifically to ensure that the recorder remains
powered for long-term deployment.

Product Code: PLU6

£5.00 (exc. VAT)

£6.00 (inc. VAT)
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Pen Microphone
To the naked eye, this pen looks completely normal,
but it conceals a sensitive built-in covert microphone.
When attached to an audio recorder it can be used to
make completely discreet recordings of conversations
and meetings.

Product Code: PENM

£19.00 (exc. VAT)

£22.80 (inc. VAT)

It really is not unusual to arrive at a meeting with a pen clipped into a
top pocket of a shirt or jacket. This pen microphone is designed to be
worn in this way and with a suitable recorder attached it becomes a
discreet audio surveillance tool.

Non-Working Pen - Wired connector
Essentially the internals of a working pen have been removed and a
wired microphone has been inserted to replace these, which of course
renders the pen redundant as a writing implement, but still maintains its
unobtrusive out shell. The wire from the microphone emerges from the
hole where the pen nib would have normally been and at the end of this
wire is a small jack plug to connect to an audio recorder.

Features
Non-working pen with in-built
microphone
Designed to be clipped into a top
pocket on a shirt or jacket
Perfect for face to face audio
recording
Audio pick-up range of about 3
metres
Requires connection to audio
recorder to complete the recording
system

Ideal for Recording Meetings
Although internal the microphone is fairly sensitive, it is still only best
used to records sound and conversation in relatively close proximity of
about 3 metres radius. So it is ideal for one-to-one or close-up
conversations such as a meeting. It is important to have the pen on
display to ensure the microphone is effective.

Audio Recorder Not Supplied as Standard
No special audio recorder is required for connection to the pen, but of
course it is advisable that the unit is small enough to fit inside the pocket
with the pen, so that it remains out of sight. If you do not have your own
recorder already then we can supply an one if required (see voice
recorders section for Voice Recorder Pro or Voice Recorder Ultimate).
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Universal Telephone Recording Lead
This is effectively an earpiece that has a special
microphone built into the earbud as opposed to a little
speaker. This little accessory enables easy recording
of phone calls when connected to a recorder.

Product Code: UTR1

£24.95 (exc. VAT)

£29.94 (inc. VAT)

This neat little product allows you to discreetly record telephone calls
that you make on both mobile and landline phones.

Use With Separate Audio Recorder
Simply plug the connector plug into a suitable recorder, place the
earphone bud in your ear and put whatever phone earpiece you are
using up to the same ear. You will still be able to hear perfectly what is
being said, but you can choose to press record on an attached recorder
(not supplied) to record both sides of the conversation. Choose when to
start and stop the recording of what you are hearing and saying during
the call.

Discreet Call Recording Operation

Features
Can be used when making calls on
any phone landline or mobile
Special microphone will pick up
audio
from
both
sides
of
conversation (what you are saying
and what the caller is saying
Carry in your pocket for use
anywhere
Great for recording calls to protect
your interests or to recording calls
that you are receiving that may
include harrassment

Using this device gives no indication to the person with whom you are
speaking that you are recording the call and the beauty of this product is
that it can be used when making calls on any phone providing a simple
and effective way to protect your interests. Any easy product to carry
around ready for use when you need it.

Consider Getting a Recorder
No special audio recorder is required for connection to the Universal
Telephone Recording Lead, but of course it is advisable that the unit is
small enough to easily carry around with you. If you do not have your
own recorder already then we can supply an one if required (see voice
recorders section for Voice Recorder Pro or Voice Recorder Ultimate).
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